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2of  i denes a phase convention in which the form fac-
tors will be real if CPT invariance holds and there are
no absorptive decay amplitudes. It will be convenient to
decompose the couplings into real and imaginary parts,
and dene them (up to an arbitrary overall phase 	) in


































































functions of the k
2
values of the two virtual photons and
are normalized such that f(0; 0) = 1 for both couplings.









The two{photon partial width provides information
about the coupling constant ~g along with some con-
straints on the mixing angle  and phase dierence Æ.
















































are the momentumand polarization of a
photon. The calculation of the two{photon couplings for
photons of arbitrary mass is carried out in Appendix B.
For real photons, the kinematic factors in the couplings





reduce to unity. Therefore,
















+ i cos 

: (4b)
The partial width is obtained by integrating 1=(2M )
times the squared matrix element over the available phase
space. The matrix element is a constant, so the integra-
tion results in a factor of 1=(16). The partial widths for














(1 + 2 sin  cos  sin Æ) : (5b)
The decay rates to the two nal states will be identical if
either the phase dierence between the two couplings is
zero or one of the form factors is zero. In any case, the












B. Application to Neutral Pion and Kaon Decays







!  decays using the current experimental
values[18] of the two{photon branching ratios along with
the meson lifetimes and masses, with the results
~g
0










= (1:36 0:11)  10
 9
: (7c)
It will be useful to dene CP{even and CP{odd  states:
j()

i = (j++i  j    i)=
p
2: (8)
The matrix elements for 
0






































cay matrix elements with the 0 subscripts changed to 1





pressions may be compared to those in Ref. [19] in which
CP{violation observables for the K !  decays were





































































































are observable only if CP is violated in





decays should be very close to zero if CPT is conserved
because the relevant absorptive amplitudes are of order

2
. In the case of kaon decays, on{shell intermediate




may be large even if CPT is conserved.
C. Four{Lepton Decay
While the total two{photon decay rate provides in-
formation about the constant part of the form fac-




























FIG. 2: Double Dalitz Exchange Diagram.
the momentum dependence of the form factors and the
mixing of the couplings. The decay to four leptons






















). The tree{level Feynman di-
agram for the decay is depicted in Fig. 1. If the nal
state does contain identical particles, then there is also
an exchange diagram, as shown in Fig. 2. The matrix ele-




















The analysis presented in the rest of this section applies
only to the direct contribution to the double Dalitz pro-
cess. Appendix C gives an explicit expression for the
interference term.
The matrix element for the direct contribution to the




















where H is a two{photon coupling given by Eq. (B2), k


























and   is the fermion current for an electron of momentum
q and spin r and positron of momentum p and spin s
 








The sum in the propagator extends over the three helicity





contracted with the current. The matrix element can





















where H is one of the two{photon couplings given in
Eqs. (B4,B5). The quantity L contains all the lepton










The squared matrix element, summed over nal state









, and  (dened in Ap-

























+ C sin cos+D sin










































































































































































where the kinematic variables w, z, and  are dened
in Appendix A. Terms A and B arise from the diago-
nal pieces of the transverse part of the pseudoscalar and
scalar couplings while term F is due to the diagonal piece
of the longitudinal part of the scalar coupling. Term C
is the interference between the transverse parts of the
pseudoscalar and scalar couplings while terms D and E
are due to interference between the longitudinal part of
the scalar and the transverse parts of the pseudoscalar
and scalar couplings respectively.
The partial width is obtained by integrating 1=(2M )
times the square of the matrix element over the eight








done analytically. The dierential partial width, normal-
ized to the two{photon width and integrated over y
12
and


























































































where S is a symmetry factor which is 1=4 for modes with
identical particles and 1 otherwise. The I
i
factors rep-














are the analogous terms for the scalar
coupling, I
6
is the additional longitudinal term in the
scalar coupling, and I
3


























































































































































































. In order to





specied and then the integrals can be done numerically.
Table I summarizes the values for the dierent double









was found to be several
orders of magnitude larger in Ref. [3]. Extracting I
6
from
that result yields a value of 3578.0, compared with our
value of 0.01503. This discrepancy has been traced to the














One consequence of the much smaller value we nd for
I
6
is that the total width for the double Dalitz decay
TABLE II: CoeÆcients of  dependencies for various values










R(0) 0:7952 1:379  10
 4
8:6995 4:8037





(0)  0:0668  0:0027  0:2033  0:1881

1















) +0:0664 +0:0026 +0:2031 +0:1880
is almost completely insensitive to the mix of scalar and










decay), in contradistinction to the conclusion of Ref. [3]
but in agreement with the comments near the end of
Ref. [2].
The dierential rate can also be expressed in a compact
form, suitable for experimental ts to the  distribution,
involving a constant term, a CP conserving cos 2 term,

















































sin  cos  cos Æ=(2R): (21c)
The values of R and 
1
at  = 0 and  = =2, along with
the maximum value of 
2
and the angle 
0
at which it
takes on that value, are listed in Table II. As expected,
for a pure pseudoscalar decay, the amplitude of the cos 2
term will be negative while the amplitude of the sin 2
vanishes. For a pure scalar decay, the amplitude of the
cos 2 term is nearly the same magnitude as in the pseu-
doscalar decay but positive, and the amplitude of sin 2
again vanishes. Depending on the mode, the amplitude
for the CP{violating sin 2 term is maximal for values of
the mixing angle between =8 and =4.



























































. The interference term
integrates to zero and what remains clearly shows the
kinematic dierences between the contributions of the
two couplings.
Going back to Eq. (20), the nal integral over  from
0 to 2 can be performed to get the direct contribution


















! ee 2:859  10
 6






































The total tree{level rate can now be computed for ar-
bitrary form factors for modes without identical particles
in the nal state. For the other modes, there is the in-
terference between the direct and exchange graphs that


















expression given in Appendix C for the interference term
could in principle be integrated numerically. We choose
instead to use a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation to inte-
grate the rate and make histograms of the relevant phase
space variables. The decay rates for the various modes,
broken into diagonal and interference terms, are listed in
Table III.
Ref. [5] included a similar table of values, some of which
are in disagreement with our results. The most signi-
cant discrepancy involves the size of the interference term











































is about 4 times smaller.











the factor of 2 dierence is likely due to a typographical
error in the previous publication.
The assumption that the form factor is at contra-
dicts current experimental ndings. The two models that
have been used to parameterize the kaon form factor are
the BMS model [20] and the DIP model [21]. The BMS
model was originally proposed to describe the coupling in






 and was therefore
















































equal to the , K

,
!, or  meson masses. To apply this model to the double







; 0)  f(x
2
; 0). In this paper, we
will use a simplied form of the DIP form factor, which


















































As will be seen in Appendix D, the BMS model can be
expressed as a generalized DIP model involving the , !,
and  vector mesons.
Experimentally, the form factor has traditionally been
linearized in the case of the pion with just a slope pa-
rameter measured, while for the kaon, the BMS model




to the DIP parameters is easily done, using the world
average [18] for the kaon we will use 
DIP
=  1:5 and
for the pion, 
DIP
=  1:0. There is as yet no experi-
mental sensitivity to 
DIP
and so we will use 
DIP
= 0.
The eect of using the DIP model with these values of










rate increases by less
































rate increases by 68%. It is clear that
the assumption of a at form factor is completely invalid
for modes containing muons.
III. HIGHER ORDER PROCESSES
The tree{level double Dalitz process is O(
2
) since
it contains two electromagnetic vertices. Higher order
contributions to the double Dalitz rate contain one or
more internal loops. There are three types of graphs
that contribute at O(e
4
): the vacuum polarization, the
vertex correction, and the 5{point diagram. A represen-
tative diagram from each of these processes is displayed
in Figs. 6,7, and 8, respectively. There are two graphs
for both the vacuum polarization and the vertex correc-
tion, one for each pair, plus four graphs for the 5{point
function. If there are identical particles in the nal state,
there are exchange diagrams and the number of graphs
doubles. The interference between the tree{level diagram
and the one{loop diagrams is O(
3
) and therefore con-
tributes to the rst order radiative correction to the dou-
ble Dalitz rate.
Both the vertex correction and the 5{point graph con-
tain IR divergences, that is, divergences in the limit that
the exchanged photon energy goes to zero. In order to
handle this singular behavior, one must also consider the













one of the leptons internally radiates a photon. There
are two contributions to this process, shown in Figs. 4
and 5. The radiative process diverges in the opposite
manner from the one{loop graphs making the combined
decay rate nite.













(), where the radiated photon may or may not
be detectable. The distinction between the non{radiative
and radiative decays is an experimental issue and ulti-
mately related to the hardware. We will use the energy
of the radiated photon in the CM frame to dierenti-









. The cuto is chosen such
that photons with energies below the cuto can have no
signicant eect on the 4{lepton acceptance. The rate
for radiative events with soft photons will be added to
the rate for non{radiative decays. This contribution is
also O(
3
) and therefore must be considered along with
the one{loop corrections.
The double Dalitz dierential rate to second order can
















is the bremsstrahlung contribution due to
radiative decays with photons below the photon energy
cuto and Æ
virt
is the virtual correction due to the inter-
ference between the tree{level and one{loop diagrams.
The virtual correction can be further decomposed into












is the correction from the vacuum polarization
diagrams, Æ
vc
is the correction from the vertex correc-
tion diagrams, and Æ
5p
is the correction from the 5{point
diagrams.
IV. RADIATIVE DECAYS
The radiative double Dalitz decay will only be consid-
ered at tree{level. It is straightforward but tedious to
write down the expression for the rate. The two contri-
butions to the rate are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. For each
process, there exists three additional diagrams where the
photon is radiated o of the other leptons, plus four ex-
change graphs if applicable.
Our results for the radiative decay rates use a MC sim-
ulation in which we calculate the amplitudes for each he-
licity state using explicit representations of the spinors
and polarization vector. An photon energy cuto of
400 keV in the CM frame is used for kaon decays while for











four{lepton invariant mass, to distinguish between the
radiative and non{radiative processes. In terms of this




























large peak at x
4e
= 1 is due to non{radiative events. The
part of the distribution which falls away from the peak at
1 is due to radiated photons from the process of Fig. 4.
The rising part of the distribution near x
4e

























TABLE IV: Tree{level rates for radiative decays including















































hard Dalitz photons from the process of Fig. 5. Lost due
to bin size is the low energy cuto at E

= 400 keV and








Table IV shows the tree{level radiative decay rates for
the four modes, with no form factor. The rates in the rst
column include photons of all energies, while the rates in
the second column include only photons with energies
large enough that x
4e
< 0:95. This value of x
4e
is chosen
to closely match the resolution on the four{lepton mass
in current experiments.
V. RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS
The next four sections will describe the dierent contri-
butions to the radiative corrections to the double Dalitz
dierential rate. The rst three contributions are rela-
tively straightforward to determine and we will therefore
only summarize the relevant formulas. The last contribu-
tion, coming from the 5{point diagram, is considerably
more diÆcult to calculate. In particular, numerical in-
stabilities plague the evaluation of the tensor 5{point in-
tegrals involving light leptons. The fourth section, along
7with much of the appendix, will outline our procedure for
obtaining this (usually) small but non{negligible contri-
bution. We will present the full 5{point diagram correc-
tions to the dierential rate in closed form. In Ref. [22],
van Neerven and Vermaseren reported a numerical in-











but did not present the
corrections to the dierential cross section. As we will
discuss in Sec. VI, the eects of radiative corrections
are much more important compared to form factor ef-
fects when considering double Dalitz decays, because the
q
2
values in the accessible phase space are much smaller
than those typically probed in two{photon resonance for-
mation with nal state lepton tags.
A. Bremsstrahlung Correction
The contribution to the double Dalitz dierential decay
rate due to the soft bremsstrahlung part of the radiative

































 is the dierential decay rate for the
soft part of the radiative decay integrated over the pho-































 is the four{body phase space dierential and
M
brem
is the matrix element for the soft bremsstrahlung
contribution. If the photon energy cuto is taken small





































where  and k are the radiated photon's polarization and
momentum 4{vectors, respectively. There is one contri-
bution from each of the radiative diagrams represented
by Fig. 4. The other type of radiative process (Fig. 5)
does not contribute in this limit. If the cuto is small
enough, the lepton momenta can be held xed while the
























































































































































































The correction can be expressed in terms of a sum of









































































Each integral yields both a nite part and an IR diver-
gent part which goes as ln(2E
cut
=) where  is the pho-
ton mass which will be taken to zero after the divergent
8terms are canceled against each other. The rst two di-
vergent terms will be seen to cancel the divergent parts
of the vertex correction, the next four cancel divergences
in the 5{point functions, and the last four cancel the elec-
tron self{energy divergences (which are included in the






































































































































































and the various Æ, z, and  symbols are dened in Ap-

































is again dened in Appendix A.
It will be enlightening to extract the IR divergent part
of the soft brem contribution and express it in a way that
























































































































As will be seen shortly, the rst two terms cancel the
divergent part of the vertex correction while the last four
cancel the divergent part of the 5{point correction.
B. Virtual Correction
As mentioned above, the virtual correction arises from
the interference between the tree{level and one{loop di-





















FIG. 6: Vacuum Polarization Diagram.

















































Therefore, we must compute the matrix element for each
of the one{loop contributions.
1. Vacuum Polarization
The vacuum polarization process involves higher order
corrections to the photon propagator and is a function
of the square of the photon momentum, or the x of that
pair. There is one contribution for each photon propa-
gator. One contribution is shown in Fig. 6. The vac-
uum polarization diagram is IR nite but UV divergent.
The divergence can be handled by renormalization of the
photon wavefunction. The vacuum polarization matrix
element can be written as the tree{level matrix element












where the sum is over lepton species in the loop and the


























is the mass of the lepton in the loop. The inte-



































































































. The functions  and  are related to

























)   1: (48b)




















where the rst sum is over the number of vacuum polar-
ization graphs and the second sum is over the possible
lepton species in the loop.
2. Vertex Function
The vertex function involves higher order corrections
to the QED vertex and is a function of the momenta of
the pair. One contribution is shown in Fig. 7. The
vertex correction contains both UV and IR divergences.
We will also include the self{energy correction to the lep-














FIG. 8: 5{Point Diagram.
divergences will be handled simultaneously by renormal-
ization of the electromagnetic coupling and the lepton
wavefunction while the IR divergent part will cancel the
IR divergence in the soft bremsstrahlung correction. The











































































































































































are dened in Appendix A and  is the
photon mass.











where the sum over g is over the number of vertex func-
tion graphs.
The IR divergent part is contained within F
1
. Twice
the real part of the ln term is exactly what is necessary
to cancel the rst two divergent terms (one for each ver-
tex correction graph) in the soft brem contribution. The
nal four divergent soft brem terms will have to wait for




There are four distinct 5{point diagrams that con-
tribute to the direct process, plus four more if there is
an exchange process. The diagram shown in Fig. 8 con-


















































































































































































































































































where A, B, and C are combinations of spinors and













are integrals over the loop momentum. There
are three basic integral forms from which all the other
may be obtained. The notation for the integrals has the
following meaning: the rst digit in the subscript refers
to the number of denominators and the second refers the
number of powers of the loop momentum appearing in
the integral. The 5{point integrals are dened in Ap-










For the diagram shown in Fig. 8, the arguments of the

































for the scalar integral, and analogous expressions for the





























































































































































































































































































































































































The tensors A, B, and C are computed for a given
helicity combination and combined with the integrals to
yield the matrix element for that helicity state. The cor-









































The sums here are over the number of graphs for each
process.
The IR divergent part of the 5{point correction is most
easily isolated by looking at the 5{point matrix element
in the IR limit. All terms involving tensor integrals van-
ish leaving only the I
50
term. The divergent part of I
50
is







relevant terms in the scalar 5{point function for Fig. 8,








































































































where  is a kinematic function with dimensions of mass
which is independent of . The divergent part of the 5{
point matrix element, dropping the nite term involving




























The IR divergent part of the 5{point correction coming

































and the sum is over the four diagrams. Again, it
can be seen that this is the necessary form to cancel the
remaining four divergent brem terms.
FIG. 9: Distribution of the total radiative correction for 
0
!
eeee events with an IR cuto of x
cut
4e






TABLE V: Average size of radiative correction to the dieren-
tial rate with an IR cuto of x
cut
4e















Æ  0:1948  0:2618  0:0788 +0:0805
VI. MC SIMULATION RESULTS
The inclusion of the radiative corrections impacts both
the dierential rate and the total rate. The total correc-










rate is shown in
Fig. 9. The average size of the correction factor for the
four dierent modes is shown in Table V. The total rate
for the combined 4{lepton plus photon process is inde-
pendent of IR cuto. Table VI summarizes the tree{level
rate and the rate for the combined, cuto independent
process, divided into the rate including all radiation and







= 1. It is the last column which should
most accurately predict the observed non{radiative 4{
lepton rate. It is seen that the non{radiative rate is
smaller than the tree{level rate for both 4{electron modes
while it is larger for the modes with muons.
The probability of radiation can now be computed as
the ratio of the radiative rate to the combined rate.
Table VII lists the probability of radiating a photon
(x
4e
< 0:9985) along with the probability of radiating a
hard photon (x
4e
< 0:95) for each of the four modes. The






















() are slightly less than half of what they are
12
TABLE VI: Summary of tree{level 4{lepton rate and com-
bined radiatively corrected 4{lepton plus photon rate, includ-
ing the rate for all x
4e






















































TABLE VII: Probability of radiation (x
4e
< 0:9985) and
probability of hard radiation (x
4e













! eeee() 0.187 0.058
K
L
! eeee() 0.240 0.079
K
L
! ee() 0.109 0.029
K
L
! () 0.006 0.0003











there is very little radiation.
The eect of the radiative corrections on the dier-
ential rate can be observed in the distributions of the
ve phase space variables. The statistics in the follow-
ing plots reect the amount of CPU time dedicated to
each mode. While the calculation of the radiative cor-
rections is CPU{intensive, it is actually the generation
of the radiative decays that takes the most time.
For the modes with identical leptons, it is useful
to adopt a method of pairing the electrons with the
positrons in order to study the dilepton mass distribu-
tions. We choose to use the pairing for which the product
of x's is minimized. It is this pairing that will contribute





are the x's belonging to this pairing, with the




. In addition, y
a
is
the y variable dened in the a{pair CM, and y
b
is the
same quantity in the b{pair CM. And lastly, 
ab
is the
angle between the planes of the a{pair and b{pair in the
overall CM.
The rst variable that we will look at is x which is
modied by both the existence of a form factor and
the inclusion of the radiative corrections. In all cases
we set  = 0 in the DIP form factor model. Figs. 10















events. The plot on the left com-
pares the distribution using the tree{level matrix element
with no form factor ( = 0) to that using the same ma-
trix element but with  =  1:0. The plot on the right
compares the distribution using the tree{level matrix el-
ement with no form factor to that using the radiatively{
corrected matrix element also with no form factor. We
(a) (b)
(c) (d)




! eeee events using the tree{level dier-





! eeee events using the tree{level dierential
rate with  = 0 (dots) and the corrected rate for events with
x
4e
> 0:95, also with  = 0 (histogram). The ratio of the
dots to the histogram in both cases are shown in (c) and (d).
have provided a linear t to the ratio over some reason-
able range on a scale appropriate for comparing the two
eects. For the form factor comparisons, the dependence
should be primarily linear. This is not the case for the
radiative corrections in general. The 
2
per degree of
freedom is included as a measure of the linearity. It can
be seen that the form factor has a much smaller eect
on the x distribution than the radiative corrections do.
This is not too surprising since the range of accessible q
2
values for the 
0
decay is relatively small in addition to
being far from our assumed  pole.
For the kaon modes, we observe that the form factor
has a much larger eect on the x distribution than the















events. The plot on the left compares the distribution
using the tree{level matrix element with no form factor
( = 0) to that using the same matrix element but with
 =  1:5. The plot on the right compares the distri-
bution using the tree{level matrix element with no form
factor to that using the radiatively{corrected matrix el-
ement also with no form factor. The roll o at high x
in plot (c) of Fig. 13 is due to presence of the exchange











events. Here there are





be seen that there is no roll o in plot (c) of Fig. 15, and
furthermore, a small quadratic dependence is observable.
While the x of the ee pair is slightly modied by the ra-








! eeee events using the tree{level dier-





! eeee events using the tree{level dierential
rate with  = 0 (dots) and the corrected rate for events with
x
4e
> 0:95, also with  = 0 (histogram). The ratio of the
dots to the histogram in both cases are shown in (c) and (d).
(a) (b)
(c) (d)




! eeee events using the tree{level





! eeee events using the tree{level
dierential rate with  = 0 (dots) and the corrected rate for
events with x
4e
> 0:95, also with  = 0 (histogram). The








! eeee events using the tree{level





! eeee events using the tree{level
dierential rate with  = 0 (dots) and the corrected rate for
events with x
4e
> 0:95, also with  = 0 (histogram). The








! ee events using the tree{level





! ee events using the tree{level
dierential rate with  = 0 (dots) and the corrected rate for
events with x
4e
> 0:95, also with  = 0 (histogram). The









! ee events using the tree{level





! ee events using the tree{level
dierential rate with  = 0 (dots) and the corrected rate for
events with x
4e
> 0:95, also with  = 0 (histogram). The
ratio of the dots to the histogram in both cases are shown in
(c) and (d).
at all. This is as expected for the massive muons.





level dierential rate and the radiatively corrected dif-











here is quite small. Since y is a measure of the energy
asymmetry of the lepton pair, it is seen that the radiative
corrections tend to make the pairs slightly more asym-
metric on average.
The eect on the  distribution is due entirely to the
5{point diagram. Fig. 17 shows a comparison of the dis-
tribution of 
ab
generated with the tree{level matrix el-
ement to the same distribution generated with the ra-













=  and the corresponding depletion
at 
ab
= 0 = 2 can be understood in terms of Coulomb
interaction between the nal state particles. The cong-
uration at  = 0 has all leptons in a plane with the same
sign particles near each other. The eect is only observ-










decay where the leptons
in each pair are usually well separated.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The main conclusion that can be drawn from these
distributions is that the radiative corrections are ex-











mode. For the kaon modes, the form
factor has a larger impact on the x distribution and
(a) (b)
(c) (d)




! eeee events using the tree{level
dierential rate (dots) and the corrected rate for events with
x
4e
> 0:95 (histogram). (b) y
b
for the same events. The ratio
of the corrected distributions to the tree{level distributions
are shown in (c) and (d).
(a)
(b)





using the tree{level dierential rate (dots) and the corrected
rate for events with x
4e
> 0:95(histogram). (b) The ratio of
the corrected distribution to the tree{level distribution.
the modication of the distribution due to the radia-
tive corrections is less important. The only published










mode [14] quotes 
DIP
=
 1:1  0:6(stat). Fig. 13 shows that at most the radia-
tive corrections would change the slope by 0:22, which
while signicant, is smaller than the current experimen-
15

















. The present experimental error is
again larger than the impact of the radiative corrections
on the mass distribution.
As for the extraction of the mixing angle  from the
observed  distribution, the radiative corrections can be
safely neglected at present.
The two publications above quote an integrated rate

























, where the errors are purely statistical. These
results are in good agreement with our predictions when
both the radiative corrections and a form factor with











eects oset and the net result is an increase of just less











, the form factor is the dominant eect.
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APPENDIX A: KINEMATICS
The four particle nal state can be kinematically de-
scribed by considering subsystems containing only two
particles. Consider the system composed of two par-























































The energy and momentum of each particle in the two{



















































Occasionally we will use symbols like z
i;jk
whose meaning














. There are two phase space vari-









. The other one is dened in the ij CM
frame as the cosine of the angle between the direction of




































where k will always refer to the total momentum minus
the ij momentum.
Finally, the four body nal state requires ve phase
space variables to uniquely describe it. We will use the
x and y values for the two lepton pairs plus the angle
between the normals of the planes dened by each pair


















































= 0. Any use of z, w, or  without
















































































The angle  is dened so that at  = 0 the two pairs lie
in a plane with the like{sign particles adjacent to each
other. The orientation of  =  again has both pairs in
a plane, but with the opposite signed particles adjacent.















































Upon integrating out the Æ{functions, integrating over
the Euler angles, and changing variables to those listed




















where the factor S is a symmetry factor which is required
for modes containing identical particles in the nal state.
The double Dalitz modes with identical particles contain
two sets, thus requiring two factors of 1=2. So S = 1=4
if the nal state contains identical particles, and S = 1
otherwise.
When there are identical leptons in the nal state, the
amplitudes for the exchange diagrams have the same al-
gebraic form as for the non{exchange diagrams except




















change variables will in general be functions of all ve
of the non{exchange variables. As is turns out, we only











































































) cos ]=4: (A20)
APPENDIX B: MESON{ COUPLINGS
In this section we will work out the explicit form of the
two{photon couplings, allowing for photons of arbitrary
mass, using the polarization vectors in the helicity basis.




















































The three polarization vectors for a massive photon in
























for a photon traveling in the 
^
z direction. With these po-




































where z and w are dened in Appendix A. The longi-
tudinal contribution vanishes for the pseudoscalar case,

































where  is also dened in Appendix A. There are three
interesting dierences between the scalar and the pseu-
doscalar couplings. First, assuming that Æ = 0, there is
a relative phase between them. Additionally, the trans-
verse couplings dier in the kinematic factor. And lastly,
there is the additional scalar coupling due to the contri-
bution from longitudinally polarized photons. Where as
the transverse couplings go like  or z, both of which are
O(1) on average, the longitudinal coupling goes like w,
which is O(x), making its contribution less signicant.
APPENDIX C: DOUBLE DALITZ
INTERFERENCE
The interference between the tree{level direct and ex-
change contributions for modes with identical leptons is





























































































































































































































































































































ned in Appendix A in terms of the ve non{exchange
phase space variables. The term proportional to cos
2
 re-
sults from interference between a pseudoscalar coupling
in both the direct and exchange graphs, while the one
proportional to sin
2
 is due to scalar couplings in both
graphs, and the one proportional to sin  cos  is due to a
pseudoscalar coupling in one graph and a scalar coupling
in the other.
APPENDIX D: 5{POINT FUNCTION
The matrix element for the 5{point diagram is com-
posed of tensor integrals with ve propagators in the de-
nominator. One can express tensor integrals in terms
of lower rank tensor integrals with the same number of
propagators and lower rank tensors with fewer propaga-
tors [23]. In the end, every tensor integral can be decom-
posed into scalar 2{, 3{, 4{, and 5{point functions. The
scalar 5{point function is not independent and can itself
be expressed in terms of scalar 4{point functions.
This appendix will outline our procedure for rst re-
ducing the tensor integrals to scalar integrals, and then





























































































































































































is an internal mass and the k
i
are external momenta.
The original reduction scheme of Ref. [24], while theoretically sound, suers from uncontrollable numerical inaccu-
racies. To avoid this problem, we follow the procedure suggested in Ref. [23], and use a reduction scheme based on
the Schouten identity which utilizes Gram determinants to express any tensor integral as a sum of integrals, one with
the same number of propagators and the rest with one less propagator, and all with the power of the loop momentum
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The reduction notation has the following meaning: I
(i)
40






is the 3{point function obtained from its corresponding 4{point function by dropping the jth


































































































































































































































































While this procedure is generally much more reliable then that of Ref. [24], there are still problems that occur when
v

as dened in Eq. (D7) is not an independent combination of the nal state momenta. This happens when all the

































FIG. 18: Scalar 5{Point Function.
measure in the nal state phase space, nite numerical precision dictates that they will be generated with non{zero






































































































. The rst term on the right vanishes upon integration, allowing I

51


































































































The other tensor integrals can be expanded in a similar manner. The same problem can arise in the reduction of the






are linearly dependent, in which case this same procedure
is reproduced at one lower rank.










being very small or inaccuracies resulting from assuming exact linear dependence. To decide which
approximation is better, we do the calculation of the tensor integrals both ways and check whether identities such as
those in Eqs. (D17) are satised. More than 99% of the time, one of the two methods yields good agreement for all
these \trace checks".
b. Scalar Integrals


















































































where the m's are lepton masses and the M 's



























. The diagram representing this integral is shown in Fig. 18.




in order to include a form factor in the
calculation of the 5{point function. This is necessary since the form factor becomes a function of the loop momentum.
We will use a generalized DIP form factor which, with the appropriate choice of coeÆcients, can reproduce both the

























































where M is the total mass and the sum is over propagator massesM
i
. The diagram containing two photon propagators
and a form factor is then replaced by a sum of n
2
diagrams of four dierent types, one containing two photon


















































































. The DIP model requires the inclusion of four 5{point diagrams involving all combinations of photons







































































. A at form factor is obtained by setting all of the 
i
= 0 and 
ij
= 0.
We will write the 5{point function in Eq. (D20) as a sum of 4{point functions using the following relationship





































































+   + k
j 1
; for i < j: (D26)
We will use  to refer to the propagator mass when the distinction between vector bosons and leptons is irrelevant.
In the case at hand n = 5 so the second term in Eq. (D24) is O(), and since the 5{point function in D = 6   2
























a. The 4{Point Function Two of the ve 4{point functions contain IR divergences due to the presence of the
3{point functions where both of the vector boson propagators have been removed. Therefore there are two distinct





































































































































In order to use Eq. (D28) for I
(1)
40




































](q + p+ k)
2
; (D30)

































































































































































































The nite 4{point function I
40
dened in Eq. (D28) can be expressed in closed form as a sum of 36 dilogarithms.


















A  B  i

: (D34)
For arbitrary complex arguments, A and B, the integration would also produce additional logarithms with prefactors
which depend on the relative dierence between the signs of the imaginary parts of A and B [26], however if A is real
these additional terms vanish. In the case at hand, A will always be real and we will only need the dilogarithms. In



































































































































































































where  is either root of the equation g
2
+ j + b = 0, 

are the roots of the equation
[eg   jk   gk]
2
+ [eh  ck   dj   2dg] + [ae  cd+ (ak   dh)] = 0; (D36)
and  = eg   jk   gk. The quantities z

i




+ (h + j + k)z
1
+ (a+ b+ c + d+ e); (D37a)
0 = (b + g + j)z
2
2
+ (c + e + h+ k)z
2






+ (a+ d): (D37c)
22
The lower case variables are combinations of the elements of the relevant 4 4 matrix S
ij






























































The divergent 4{point function I
0
40
dened in Eq. (D29) can also be written in closed from. The divergent part is

























































































































































































































































































+ ln(1  A  i) [ln(1  B   i)   ln(1 C + i)  ln(A  B   i) + ln(A  C + i)]




























= 0. In that case the






















































































































































































































where  is the discriminant and v

are the roots of the quadratic equation
[k(h+ k)  dg]v
2




are the roots of
g~v
2




= ( d   e + i)=k; r
2























































































Also, in this case, I
0
40
simplies somewhat because A dened in Eq. (D41) becomes one. The rst two dilogarithms




































































C   1  i

+ i [ln( B   i)  ln( C + i)   ln(1 B   i) + ln(1  C + i)]

; (D47)
where B and C are still given by Eq. (D41).






dened in Eq. (D39). The superscripts used in this section denote the two propagators that have been
dropped from the original 5{point function to obtain the particular 3{point function. The nite 3{point functions



































































































































































































































+ (c + e)~v
1
+ (a+ d+ f); (D51a)













and  is either root of the equation b
2
































); f = S
33
: (D52b)



























































































































































































+ 2  (1  v
+
) ln (1   v
+
  i)   (1  v
 



































The UV divergent term containing " cancels when the 2{point functions are combined to form the tensor integrals
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